KITCHEN SNAPSHOT

Built-in double ovens
and steamer within a
striking feature wall

Butler’s pantry

A stunning ceramic mosaic
feature above the sink

In this distinctive design, Kitcheners Kitchens delivered on the owner’s
request for an expansive space – including both a large cooking zone and
a preparation area. And they responded to her entreaty for plenty of
bench and storage space by lining both sides of the kitchen with an
abundance of cupboards.
They included a number of stylish touches she sought as well,
one being the mosaic feature above the stainless-steel benchtop.
Not only is the kitchen the fresh new centrepiece of the home, it’s also
a place this family of keen cooks enjoys spending time in – and showing
off to their friends.
Its greatest achievement is the successful integration of the latest
technology – Blum’s soft-close drawers for instance – with some striking
design touches, such as the colourful benchtops and splashbacks.
Top-of-the-line appliances, including a Miele elevated dishwasher,

contribute to its ultra-modern feel.
Granite benchtop

MADE TO

MEASURE
This kitchen has many features that are
truly special, from both a functional
and an aesthetic perspective.
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A raised
dishwasher
beside
the sink

KITCHEN ESSENTIALS
DESIGNER Kitcheners Kitchens, phone 1800 826 144
CABINETRY Two-tone laminate in Latte and Thistle Micro
BENCHTOPS ISLAND – 60mm granite in emerald green
KITCHEN AREA – stainless steel
BUTLER’S PANTRY – laminate in Polar White

SPLASHBACK 300 x 600 tiles with a one-off ceramic mosaic feature; stainless
steel behind the Expobar coffee machine

HANDLES Long rectangle satin chrome
INTERNAL HARDWARE Blum soft-close drawers with orgaline dividers;

internal bin and recycling solution; Frankie drop-in bin; vegetable baskets in pantry

FLOATING FLOORS Distressed natural timber in Moka
WALL PAINT Dulux Antique White USA
LIGHTING Halogen downlights
APPLIANCES OVENS – 2 Blanco electric; Miele steamer; Miele platewarmer
COOKTOP/HOTPLATE – gas 2-burner; induction 4-burner
DISHWASHER – Miele, raised
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